
Important Reminders

There were a few things we found at the tournament in the preseason tournaments using the USAW 
registration and Track that I would like to share to help everything go a little more smoothly.

 MMWA does NOT give a weight allowance for tournaments.  When entering weights, it may 
prompt you that the wrestler is better suited for a different weight class.  We are working on a fix for 
this, but please keep this in mind when entering exact weights.  

• For example: If you enter in a weight of 61.1 the wrestler DOES NOT go in the 61lb weight 
group. They would go to the next weight class.  It must be brought to our attention NO 
LATER THAN 30 minutes prior to the tournament start or the wrestler may not be eligible to
wrestle that day.

• The wrestler must weigh equal to or less than the weight class selected, (unless that 
wrestler is "bumping up").  If a wrestler's actual weight is entered less than that weight 
class, it will be assumed that the wrestler is actually bumping up a weight class.

• Heavy Weight Class:      The heaviest weight at the bottom of the list for each age group  is for 
all HWT.  We will make the adjustments on our end just like when we used Track and had 
HWT at the bottom .

Please double check your roster in USAW for all of your wrestlers.  If they are not listed on your 
rosters please send Lauretta the list of the wrestlers you are missing. 

• If a parent enters their wrestler into a tournament, they may end up being listed under the club
"Michigan".   "Michigan" is for unaffiliated wrestlers only, which are charged $20.00 instead 
of $15.00. Unfortunately, Pairing personnel do not have the time to look up all your wrestlers,
so anyone listed under "Michigan" come Friday mornings will be charged $20 to wrestle.

• If a parent enters the wrestler and actually affiliates them with your club, you just need to 
look at the left side of your roster in USAW. There will be an "ACCEPT" button and that 
wrestler should now populate under your roster.

Finally, clubs pay as a whole club.  We will NOT accept individual payments.  

Also, please do not try to send morning payments with morning wrestlers and afternoon with 
afternoon.  While payments in the morning are preferred, we will collect payment in the afternoon as 
well if needed.


